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Chinese Epigraphical Documents: 
Projects and Perspectives
Kyoto Workshop 2006
Epigraphical documents have been one major source for research on Chinese history and culture. The textual 
features of these documents in terms of language and purposes of composition require specialized philological 
tools. Moreover, inscriptions are also material objects with a recognized function for the celebration of individual as 
well of social values and the appreciation of their aesthetic qualities. In the last decades they have received 
attention through new discoveries, reconsideration of old collections through publication of catalogues, and the 
development of sophisticated research tools, all resulting from initiatives carried out independently in different 
parts of the world.
The 2006 Workshop will bring together scholars and institutions from different countries engaged in the study of 
epigraphical sources. The event should offer an occasion for exchange of information, discussion of theoretical as 
well as technical issues related to inscriptions, and presentation proposals for co-operation. Finally,  the possibility 
of establishing a permanent network for epigraphical research which will hold meetings on a recurrent basis will 
also be discussed.
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Lothar Ledderose, “Commentary on the Rock: Jingshiyu 經石峪 on Mount Tai 泰山”  …33 
 






































间比较晚。古埃及的文字石刻可以早到公元前 3000 年，西亚古文化中可以早到公元前 3500
年。在两河流域、古代伊朗地区都有公元前一两千年的文字石刻。而中国古代专门的文字石































































































































































































程。这项工程持续近 1000 年，至明代才基本完工。它一共刻写有 14620 件石刻经版，还有





















洞 号 経版石数 洞内残  
   石数 
洞外残 





第一洞    972    159   1131 (306+遼刻 33)  唐 10 遼 42 金１ 
第二洞   1018    73   1091 (230)  唐 22 遼 79 金 1 
第三洞   333     333 (147+遼刻 8)  唐 24 遼 29 金１ 
第四洞   125    39   164 (95)  唐 15 遼 2  金 1 
第五洞   146         146  唐 18  
第六洞   200     200  唐 2 遼 1       明 7 
第七洞     283       2     285 (118)  唐 17 遼 3  金 1 
第八洞     772      47    819 (200)  唐 72 遼 11 
第九洞     347      43    390  唐 191 遼 51 
洞外残石          419   419 (1+不明 1)  唐 10            清 1
合計  4196  363   419  4978 
(1098+遼刻 41=1138) 
 唐 381 遼 218 金 5  
       明７ 清1
（注）表中の数字には、洞窟外側や周辺に所在する 21 点の唐代関係碑刻・石浮図は含まない。  
表中の石経に刻された題記数：大般若経 863+α、一般経典約 300（推定）、巡礼題名碑 29
（紀年不明の 4 碑を含む） 
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第二期第１段：遼 1027～57 年、『大般若経』刻了、四大部経完成       前段（洞窟蔵納）        
 第二期第 2 段：遼 1058～92 年、刻経の継続→山上洞窟が満杯に 
  第二期第 3 段：遼 1094～1117 年の刻経→1118 年境内の地下に埋納  
 第三期第 1 段：金天会年間（1123～37 年）の刻経→1140 年地下に    後段（地中埋納）     







































３、7 世紀半ば～8 世紀初め：静琬の後継者と在地有力層の協力による事業の継続 
・静琬後継者と歴代関与石窟はつぎのように推定している。          





玄導（導公）   貞観 13(639)～咸亨 3(672)頃        8･3･4 洞 
僧儀（儀公）   高宗後期～武后期(672 頃～705 頃)   7･8･9 洞 
恵暹（暹公）   武后末頃～開元 14(726)頃           1･2 洞 








 〔静琬期：第 5 洞(雷音洞)･第 6 洞(副室)→第 7 洞(涅槃洞)→第 8 洞(華厳洞)〕→第 3 洞→第 4 洞(法






























・その後半の大暦 10 年（775）頃から、『大般若経』刻経に載る人名の大量化。 
・例えば、長慶元年（821）の「仏説弥勒成仏経」1 巻の建造に 200 名を越える名前がならぶ。以






７、盧龍(幽州)節度使管下の雲居寺石経事業：安史の乱後の新展開（その 2）  
・盧龍節度使劉済（在位 785～810 年）による刻経状況 
貞元 5 年(789)～翌年(790)：『大般若経』巻 300～315 中の約半分に関係 
貞元 5 年：『妙法蓮華経』8 巻、『天王太子辟羅経』1 巻 
貞元 14 年(798)：『大般若経』巻 390～394 
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 元和 4 年(809)：同 巻 437～443    以上の合計：経典 2 本＋『大般若経』約 20 巻 
・この劉済の仕事に刺激されて、節度使関係者や地方官が刻経に参加する。 






・円仁の五台山行：開成 5 年(840)4 月 3 日青州発～5 月 1 日五台山竹林寺に。 
その間に見たもの、広範な飢饉の状態、普通院、その一方での五台山信仰の広がり（送供人、
供養主、旅する信仰集団）。中央では廃仏の機運の高まり（会昌 2 年＝842 頃から）。 
・しかし雲居寺の場合では、会昌年間になっても刻経活動は継続し、会昌 4 年（844）において『大











大中 6(852) 1 本／大中 7(853) 2 本／大中 8(854) 4 本／大中 9(855) 2 本／大中 10(856) 2 本／
大中 11(857) 3 本／大中 12(858) 8 本／大中 13(859) 8 本／大中 14(860) 7 本／咸通 2(861) 16
本＋『大般若経』巻 472／咸通 3(862) 16 本／咸通 4(863) 10 本／ 































































































































































































    為奏 
    聖上、賜大唐新旧訳経四千余 
巻、充幽府范陽県、為石経本、又 
    奏、范陽県東南五十里上芫村趙 
    襄子淀中麦田荘、并果園一所、及環 
    山林麓、東接房南嶺、南逼他山、西止 
    白帯山口、北限大山分水界、並永充 
    供給山門所用、又委禅師玄法、歳々 
    通転一切経、上延  宝暦、永福 
    慈王、下引懐生、同攀覚樹、粤開 
    元廿八年庚辰歳朱明八日、前莫州 
    吏部常選王守泰、記山頂石浮屠後、 
      送経京崇福寺沙門  智昇 
      検校送経臨壇大徳沙門  秀璋 
      都検校禅師沙門  玄法 
（これ以下にも数行分刻されるが、金仙公主が直接関わる記録ではないためでは除外する。） 
 
 以下、この記事をふまえ、次に考えられる問題を 2 点ほど整理しておこう。 
①「大唐新旧訳経四千余巻」の意味とその後の利用状況 
・智昇の撰した「開元大蔵経」（「開元釈教録」所載）は「総 1076 部、合 5048 巻、480 帙」であっ
た（数字の不一致をどう理解するか）。 
・雲居寺における下賜（開元十八年）前の刻経数は、推定で 75 部 322 巻（約１００年間の仕事）。 
・金仙公主以後唐末までの刻経数は、推定で 306 部 370 巻＋『大般若経』約 500 巻（約 150 年間
の仕事）。 
・遼代前半期（1027～1092）の仕事（山頂蔵入刻経数）は、推定で 218 部＋『大般若経』約 100
巻。 














































To start with a pun I would like to say that inscriptions on stones are a heavy subject. In fact, 
they can be viewed from so many angles that this character adds up to their conceptual 
"weight" layer after layer. However, before talking of the different approaches to the study of 
inscriptions within the framework of an international network of scholars, I would like to 
express a word of apology, which will be at the same time a preliminary explanation. 
Apology for saying things that will sound as conclusions rather than preliminary remarks, 
and explanation of the reasons why I decided to do so. Perhaps it would have been advisable 
to discuss what can be done for international co-operation as a conclusion and not as a start. 
As a matter of fact, the papers presented here are in themselves full of hints and suggestions 
on the possibilities for helping each other through a continuous dialogue on selected subjects 
in the field of Chinese inscriptions. Nevertheless, after giving to it some thought, I reached 
the conclusion that putting on the table a few proposals from the very beginning might 
constitute a stimulus for all. 
 In fact, I would be glad if my list of suggestions could be considered open. This is only a 
preliminary draft that in the end would be transformed in a document, one of the "final 
products" of this first international meeting on Chinese epigraphy. The subjects taken up in 
the workshop cover almost all the fields that a systematic study of stone inscriptions naturally 
implies, from the typological analysis of the material objects, to the collections of source 
materials through the media of reproduction, to the digital repertoires that recent 
developments in computer technology combined with expertise in the human sciences can 
provide. Finally, a few good examples of what stone inscriptions can tell us as "texts" are in 
the presentations by Professor Kegasawa, Otagi and Ledderose. Moreover, all the papers 
reflect single projects related to the study of inscriptions, but also the activity of centres 
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where research teams are actively engaged in it. 
 
Research Centres and Projects 
Therefore, I hope it will not be superfluous to chart the distribution of these centres as a first 
step.  
 As far as my information goes, in Europe and North America, besides individual scholars, 
the two places where epigraphical projects are currently in progress are Paris and Heidelberg. 
Professor Ledderose admirable efforts at Fangshan and in Shandong have in fact transformed 
the team of people working with him in Germany in a "centre" that is able to attract attention 
beyond those specific projects on more general problems concerning Chinese epigraphy as a 
whole. In Paris, on the other hand, especially through the work of Jean-Pierre Drège, the 
Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient and the Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes have been jointly 
engaged in the compilation of a general catalogue of rubbings collections in Europe.  
 The collections of French institutions already catalogued are now available in CD Rom, 
and, although at a pace slower than it was originally expected, in due time we will have 
precise data and lists of all the items kept in the UK, in France, in Germany, in the Czech 
Republic and in Sweden. Professor Drège has sent us a short presentation of his plan that we 
will consider for inclusion in the final report of the workshop or in the digital bulletin for 
which I will advance a specific proposal below. It will be interesting to keep track of the 
realization of this project, too. In any case, from next year the material available could be 
consulted from the web site of the Ecole Française d'Extrême-Orient. Besides this, however, I 
should also mention another major enterprise that is now undertaken by the EFEO in Beijing: 
a three-year project started in 2004 with the objective of carrying out an overall epigraphical 
survey of the temples situated in the area of the former so-called Tartar City of Beijing. It 
concerns stelae and any other documents carved on stone which were located within the 
precincts of these establishments. Professor Zhao is closely co-operating with the project and 
will be able to explain its details in due time. To my understanding, its outcome will be a 
large-scale collection of  documents, and a critical edition of them. All the above shows how 
French researchers will continue to have an important role in this field, and I hope that 
Professor Guo Liying will report about our work here in Kyoto, in order to continue 
co-operation for our future initiatives with all the French research teams. 
 Lastly, with regard to European research in this field, I should also mention the Italian 
School of East Asian Studies in Kyoto. On this respect I cannot refrain from remembering 
what has been done by the late Antonino Forte, its Director for many years. As you know, he 
sadly passed away this past July, leaving his place in Japan as well as in the field of 
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epigraphical studies vacant forever. Of his was the idea of starting a series of publications 
exclusively devoted to East Asian epigraphy, perhaps the only example of this kind in the 
world of sinological publications. And it is actually thanks to his passionate interest for 
inscriptions that our centre is able to give its contribution as a little driving force in the field. 
Antonino Forte also enthusiastically supported the idea of organizing an international 
meeting to strengthen and somewhat formalize the relations he himself had with other 
scholars sharing the same interest for inscriptions as historical sources. As far as we are 
concerned, we intend to honour this legacy continuing the publication in English of studies 
and translations of Chinese inscriptions, possibly with the help of an international board of 
specialists who can guarantee for the standards of the research published. 
 What has being done in China and Taiwan in terms of cataloguing and publications of 
sources does not even need to be mentioned, so fundamental being its importance for all of us. 
Catalogues, reprints of old epigraphical collections and new editions of texts have been a 
constant contribution of taiwanese scholarship over the years, whereas the output of Chinese 
specialists in terms of sheer quantity again needs no special explanation. The Chinese 
mainland has the advantage of being the ultimate source for all new discoveries which have 
been enriching our knowledge of epigraphical texts, especially in the last two or three 
decades. The presence of Professor Zhao Chao at the workshop, for which I would like to 
thank him, would be a sufficient token that meetings like the one held in Kyoto could profit 
again from his own network of colleagues in China. He can certainly give precious help in 
this sense, but I think we can also expect from him fruitful discussions on problems 
concerning the definition of the field of "chinese epigraphy". He is the author of seminal 
works which have attempted to shape in new, more modern terms this academic discipline, 
and I would like to mention among others his wonderful synthesis, Zhongguo gudai shike 
gailun, in which most of the themes that should concern us are touched. From the point of 
view of defining the object and the methods of, or the different approaches to the study of 
Chinese inscriptions. The remarks he makes in his paper in terms of typological analysis 
again follow the line of his previous work. 
 Our Japanese colleagues, on the other hand, have played the role of the host for the 2006 
workshop, and Kyoto in particular has much to say as a cultural as well as an academic centre. 
Kyoto University and its Institute for Research in Humanities (Jinbun kagaku kenkyûjo) 
began to attract scholars from all over the world much before travelling was not easy as today, 
and the long-standing sinological tradition continues to be very well represented by younger 
generations. In the style of the "reading seminars" through which the research activities are 
carried out there, inscriptions have been the special object of study of more than one team of 
specialists. Therefore, the fact that scholars working in Kyoto were so well represented in the 
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workshop was due not just to a sort of local advantage, but also to the fact that Kyoto is 
actually one of the most important poles of attraction for epigraphical research. Its old and 
new connections with China make this city much closer to the mainland that perhaps any 
other part of the world, and this is well reflected, as all of us know, in the holdings of the 
Jinbun's library. Here is kept one important collection of rubbings that Professors Inami and 
Yasuoka presented to our attention together with the tool that has been developed for putting 
on line rubbings as "readable" texts. This constitutes a model that in the future could be 
applied to similar collections in other part of the world. For example, I think that adopting 
such technology for the projected digital catalogue of rubbings in European librearies could 
be of great help in the future. In any case, networking is the key-word here, and who could 
better understand the necessity of this than Professor Kegasawa Yasunori, being the tireless 
organiser that he is? In the last few years around his institute at Meiji University in Tokyo he 
has contributed to build a real network of scholars active especially in the Kanto region, 
producing studies and research tools in both printed and digital format. I would like to rember 
his catalogues of grave inscriptions, and last but not least, the new journal specifically 
devoted to epigraphical sources whose first issue was published in 2006.  
 
Scholarly Network for East Asian Epigraphy 
The above overview of people and groups engaged in epigraphical research around the world 
is in fact far from being complete. Perhaps it would even be inappropriate to call it an 
overview, as going through the work of Chinese and Japanese scholars even in the most 
cursory of manners would have taken much more space than that allocated to me here. 
However, these brief considerations show with enough approximation that the scholars who 
attended the workshop are legitimately representative of a community sharing an interest in 
the study of Chinese inscriptions. I come, therefore, to what I see as one main objective of the 
meeting, an objective that we also tried to stress in the few words of presentation of the event. 
To state it simply, I would like to use this occasion to make sure that a meeting like this will 
not remain "occasional", if I can play again a little bit with words. Saying it more ambitiously, 
one of the aims of this workshop was that of building permanent links between organisations 
and individuals who are engaged in projects related to Chinese epigraphy. A de facto network 
already exists, in the sense that many already know more or less precisely what is being done 
in the same field elsewhere, and personal relations are already established in most of cases. 
However, even taking into account all possible exceptions, there relations are in a sense 
"occasional" in nature. On the contrary, the net of scholars I have in mind will be sharing 
information and, possibly, common themes for research on a recurrent basis. 
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 A Few Proposals 
To do this I would like to present here a few suggestions, to be considered as subjects for 
discussion in the next few months. In concrete terms, I am thinking of  a number of 
initiatives which I believe will help to create a permanent network:  
 
 a. establishing what we may call in loose terms an association;  
 
 b. continuing organizing meetings and workshops on a regular basis, possibly every 
two years;  
 
 c. publishing a digital newsletter or bulletin;  
 
 d. building and maintaining a "portal" which could constitute a link between sites 
belonging to different organisations and groups;  
 
 e. finding common topics that could be themes for future meetings or joint 
publications;  
 
 f. as a more long-term project, editing a handbook of Chinese epigraphy that could 
be published first in parts in an electronic version and then in printed form;  
 
 g. lastly—and this is more a request than a proposal—helping in continuing the 
publication of our epigraphical series in the years to come. 
 
Thus, with no more than a superficial brain-storming the number of proposals has reached the 
considerable figure of six or seven, a sufficient amount of short and medium term objectives 
for creating the proposed network but also for attracting other people into it. Let us now to 
make some further comments on some of my suggestions in more detail. 
 First, having a group of persons linked formally in a network should constitute no major 
problem. We could adopt a name such as "International Network for East Asian Epigraphy", 
"International Society for East Asian Epigraphy", or the like, with a similar sino-japanese 
version of it. I would very much recommend to extend the range of interests to the whole of 
the East Asian cultural region, where Chinese characters were used in writing systems and as 
a means of communication. Needless to say, 20th century political boundaries do not 
necessarily correspond to the extension and influence of Chinese civilisation through the ages, 
and inscriptions are one of those cultural elements that to some extent characterise the whole 
range of sinitic cultures. As for the people to be involved in this effort from the start, I 
suggest to begin with the institutions represented in the workshop. Taking an initiative means 
also sharing the responsibility for it. Therefore, I would expect that two or three persons will 
be in charge for the project at least until next meeting. I will take on myself the share of this 
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reponsibility, if there are non objections, but I assume that there will be the need of one 
colleague from Japan and another from China to reach a total figure of three. One first task of 
this "steering committee" would be that of drawing a list of scholars in Europe, North 
America, East Asia or other regions who could be potentially interested in joining, or at least 
in staying in touch for all the initiatives that we may plan. 
 The first of these will be that of holding meetings possibly every two years, and I am 
tempted to say that these should be held every time in a different place, although for practical 
reasons it is better not to stick too strictly to such a general principle. Let us say that we will 
try to have workshops pr colloquia each time in a different country, or a different place in the 
same country, but this will depend every time on the "conditions" of the moment. In other 
words, organising meetings requires some financial support. Although not a big investment, 
some funding will be needed in any case, and we may want to choose the place that offers the 
better conditions from this point of view. However, at least for the moment, I would advise to 
keep the meetings on a limited scale, like in Kyoto in 2006: organising big conferences could 
be a burden too big to be taken on our shoulders so often. Besides this, some thought should 
be given to the problem of choosing an appropriate subject every time. If the purpose of the 
meetings is exchanging information they can be occasions for presenting work-in-progress 
reports, new discoveries, new publications and so on. However, they can also be used to 
select a certain topic of research one or two years in advance and have a number of people 
work on it in contact to each other. This might be an idea to keep in mind in relation to what I 
will say below concerning common research projects. 
 Next, editing a newsletter is a project not too difficult to realise provided that this 
publication maintains a real "newsletter" format. I imagine a digital bulletin of 4-5 pages that 
could be posted on the web sites of different institutions or on just one of them and 
cross-linked. The language used can be Chinese, Japanese or English, with no translations, as 
any translation will double the workload and involve problems of interpretation that for the 
practical purpose of  such a bulletin could be left to the specialist reader. The precise 
contents of the newsletter needs some in depth consideration over time. Informal 
communication between the people involved in its planning will stimulate ideas and 
suggestions. On a first thought, I would imagine  some sort of key-note contribution on a 
selected topic together with a section containing information on conferences, projects, and 
new publications. The contents should be well-balanced, covering both analysis of specific 
inscriptions and more general remarks on issues of theoretical nature. I will return on this 
below in order to explain what I intend for "theoretical issues". I believe that the steering 
committee I just described will have to take charge of this initiative as well, on the 
assumption that the bulletin will be put out every year. A first issue could be published at the 
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end of 2007.   
 The suggestion of building a portal is somewhat linked to that of the newsletter. They 
both imply availability on the web. Most of the institutions represented in the Kyoto 
workshop already have their web sites for several years, alas with the noticeable exception of 
the Italian School of East Asian Studies, which will finally have its own site sometime in the 
first half of 2007. The idea of a portal supported by this proposed "International Society for 
East Asian Epigraphy" can be useful to all the participating subjects, and will add visibility to 
their respective sites through cross-linking. Particular care can also be devoted to developing 
together electronic tools. Not all of them will be as sophisticated as that presented by 
Professor Yasuoka, but nevertheless reference tools, bibliographical lists, and data-bases 
might be easier to realise with a joint effort. The catalogues of inscriptions made available on 
the web by the team of Professor Kegasawa should constitute a source of inspiration for 
similar attempts in the years to come. Needless to say, a show window of this kind can also 
be used rather freely to post the digital bulletin already mentioned. 
 Lastly, finding common topics for research may not be considered a reasonable 
suggestion at a first sight. Everyone has his or her project going on, with few time left for 
other time-consuming initiatives. In the long run, however, establishing a permanent link 
within a community of scholars may naturally lead to joint initiatives. Besides this outcome, 
which has to be reasonably expected in the medium and long term, I still think that it could be 
worth trying to share some common objectives already in the short term. In fact, we may 
characterise the lines of research within this field as  "collecting" sources, "analysing" them, 
"theorising" on them in general terms, and, if I may add a topic which seems to me not 
having been raised openly to date, considering the sources in "comparative perspective". 
Each of these compartments may suggest themes for investigation to be conducted in 
co-operation, or themes for future workshops, or even both, if we take in consideration the 
possibility of transforming some of the workshops into the final outcome of research 
focussed on the same topic.  
 As a conclusion, I believe than these few remarks could be useful to raise discussion on 
the subject of co-operation along lines shared by all subjects involved. These should not 
necessarily be the lines I illustrated here in rough terms, but I hope that my attempt will at 











既知の唐代墓誌の総数 6828 点（誌石 6459 点、蓋のみ 368 点）＋α 
 気賀澤保規編『新版 唐代墓誌所在総合目録』（明治大学文学部東洋史研究室 2003．３） 
70cm 以上：81 例、80cm 以上：19 例、90cm 以上：12 例、100cm 以上：7 例の計 119 例 





実封二百戸、贈太師王公(元逵）墓誌銘并序」、152×152cm、厚さ 35.8cm、45 行・43 字（1724
字）、大中 8 年（854）12 月没、翌 9 年 8 月葬（『考古与文物』1983－1、隋唐・河北 113、
周・大中 096、新編 14－9538、補遺 4－197）                           
成徳軍節度使系譜（鎮・冀・深・趙四州管） 
 李宝臣 広徳元年（763）～建中 2（781）（安史の乱を裏切り節度使に任命、奚族出身）  
 李惟岳 建中２年（節帥を世襲するも、兵馬使王武俊に被殺） 
 王武俊 建中 3 年（782）～貞元 17 年（801）                           
 王士真 貞元 17 年～元和 4 年（809） 
 王承宗 元和 4 年～同 15 年（820）（同年の王承宗没後、弟王承元は帰順請命） 
 田弘正 元和 15 年～長慶元年（821） 
 牛元翼 長慶元年～同 2 年（822） 
 王廷湊 長慶 2 年～大和 8 年（834）（回紇阿布思族出身、4 代祖が王武俊の養子）           
王元逵 大和 8 年～大中 9 年（855）（世襲）                         
王紹鼎 大中 9 年～同 11 年（857）（世襲） 
王紹懿 大中 11 年～咸通 7 年（866）（世襲） 
 王景崇 咸通 7 年～中和 3 年（883）（世襲） 




[参考]1991 年河南省伊川県出土の王士真妻斉国夫人呉氏墓誌  
「唐故成徳軍節度使、金紫光禄大夫、検校尚書左僕射、兼御史大夫、贈侍中王公先斉国太
夫人濮陽呉氏墓誌銘并序」、75×75cm、30 行・31 字（685 字）、長慶 4 年（824）5 月葬（『文
物』1995－11、新獲 96、新編 13－8616、補遺 5－34） 
 




195cm、厚さ 53cm、59 行・61 字（3900 字余）、咸通 6 年（865）3 月没、同年 8 月葬（『考
古』1984－8、隋唐・河北 123、周続・咸通 032、新編 14－9849、補遺 5－39）             
現在、邯鄲市内叢台公園内でガラスケ－スに入れて保存展示 
魏博節度使系譜（魏・博・貝・衛・澶・相六州管） 
 史憲成 長慶 2 年（822）～大和 3 年（829）（衙内都知兵馬使何進滔に被殺）  
何進滔 大和 3 年～開成 5 年（846） 
 何弘敬 開成 5 年～咸通 6 年（865）（『通鑑』は咸通 7 年没に繋年するが、本墓誌で訂正） 





   
    圖 1                   圖 2 
 
[参考]唐代最大の成徳軍節度使李宝臣紀功碑、「推勾官・朝散大夫・行太子司儀郎王士則書
并篆（成徳軍節度使王武俊の子、嗣帥王士真の弟）」、永泰 2 年（766）7 月建 
通高 7ｍ余、幅 2.8ｍ、河北省正定県城内区燕趙南路西側に現存、1953 年に碑亭で覆ったた 
めに碑全体が見えず、1910 年頃の常盤大定氏の写真で巨大さが実感出来る【圖 3～6】 
宋代欧陽修、趙明誠ら金石家は全く言及せず、元の納新『河朔訪古録』が初見、明王世『弇 
州山人稿』、顧炎武『金石文字記』4、王昶『金石萃編』93 等に著録、25 行・55 字（1375
字） 
唐代の巨碑との比較 
 昭陵陪葬李勣墓神道碑：通高 5.65m、幅 1.75m、厚さ 0.55m 
24
 乾陵無字碑：通高 7.53m、幅 2.1m、厚さ 1.49m 
 乾陵述聖記碑：通高 6.91m、幅 1.86m 
 恭陵（高宗太子李弘墓）孝敬皇帝叡徳碑：通高 6.1m、幅 1.78m、厚さ 0.55m 
   
圖 3                  圖 4 
 
   




処士任道墓誌 貞観 22 年（648）閏 12 月 69.5×70cm 26 行・27 字 北京 11－182 附 
考 2－135 千唐 46 隋唐・洛陽 2－129 周・貞観 159 新編 20－13851 補遺 2－97       
唐州刺史周仲隠墓誌 貞観 23 年（649）11 月 74×73.5cm 30 行・32 字 北京 11－200 
附考 2－152 輯縄 140 隋唐・洛陽 2－148 周・貞観 175 新編 20－13864 補遺 3－
347 
衛州新郷県令王順孫墓誌 永徽２年（648）2 月 73×73cm 34 行・35 字 北京 12－21 
 附考 2－169 千唐 62 隋唐・洛陽 3－13 周・永徽 018 新編 20－13878 補遺 2－107 
左驍衛大将軍牛進達墓誌 永徽 2 年（651）4 月 70.5×70.5cm 38 行・39 字 昭陵 20 
隋唐・陝西 1－18 周続・永徽 007 新中国・陝西壹－42 新編 20－13883 補遺 2－108 
左衛大将軍王君愕妻義豊夫人張廉穆墓誌 永徽 6 年（655）2 月 73.5×73.5cm 26 行・
28 字 昭陵 24 隋唐・陝西 1－21 周続・永徽 033 新中国・陝西壹－46 新編 20－
13946 補遺 2－131 
隋屯田侍郎柳府君墓誌 顕慶元年（656）2 月 74×74cm 29 行・32 字 北京 13－3 附 
考 3－290 千唐 111 隋唐・洛陽３－144 周・顕慶 002 新編 20－13971 補遺 2－137 
戸部尚書唐倹墓誌 顕慶元年（656）11 月 73.2×73.2cm 45 行・45 字 昭稜 28 隋唐・
陝西 3－42 周続・顕慶 006 新中国・陝西壹－49 新編 3－1753 補遺 1－27 
涼州刺史鄭仁泰墓誌 麟徳元年（664）10 月 72.1×72.1cm 35 行・37 字 昭遼 44 附  
考 6－540 隋唐・陝西 1－36 周・麟徳 018 新中国・陝西壹－64 新編 20－14139 補
遺 2－192   
益州都督程知節墓誌 麟徳 2 年（665）10 月 78×78cm 44 行・46 字 昭陵 46 隋唐・
陝西 1－37 周続・麟徳 019 新中国・陝西壹－65 新編 20－14169 補遺 2－203   
左衛長史顔仁楚墓誌 乾封元年（666）2 月 72×72.5cm 29 行・29 字 北京 15－5 附   
 考 6－596 千唐 230 隋唐・洛陽 5－5 周・乾封 06 新編 20－14179 補遺 2－209 
歙州刺史王大礼墓誌 咸亨元年（670）10 月 75×75cm 40 行・41 字 昭陵 56 隋唐・
陝西 1－48 周続・咸亨 002 新中国・陝西壹－77 新編 3－2038 補遺 1－48 
左監門衛大将軍斛斯政則墓誌 咸亨元年（670）11 月 71×71cm 50 行・50 字 昭陵 57 
 隋唐・陝西 3－80 周続・咸亨 005 新中国・陝西壹－78 新編 20－14265 補遺 2－231 
貝州司馬王韋及妻狄氏墓誌 咸亨 4 年（674）10 月 72×72cm 32 行・33 字 輯縄 333 
隋唐・洛陽 5－164 周続・咸亨 024 新編 21－14322 補遺 5－167 
右驍衛大将軍阿史那忠墓誌 上元 2 年（675）10 月 76.5×76.5cm 43 行・44 字 昭陵
63 附考 9－804 隋唐・陝西 1－54 周・上元 014 新中国・陝西壹－85 新編 3－2036
補遺 1－50 
定州刺史尓朱義琛墓誌 上元３年（676）10 月 70×76cm 37 行・238 字 附考 9－828 
千唐 297 隋唐・洛陽 5－211 周・上元 036 新編 21－14370 補遺 2－262 
殿中少監唐嘉会墓誌 儀鳳 3 年（678）2 月 72.6×72.6cm 32 行・35 字 昭陵 68 隋唐・
陝西 1－61 周続・儀鳳 008 新中国・陝西壹－85 新編 21－14387 補遺 2－269 
伊州刺史衡義整及妻元氏墓誌 天授２年（691）2 月 69.5×71cm 24 行・24 字 北京 17
－137 附考 11－1078 千唐 384 隋唐・洛陽 6－197 周・天授 013 新編 5－2932 補
遺 1－74 
隆州西水県宰董希令及妻蕭氏墓誌 万歳通天２年（697）10 月 69×70cm 31 行・31 字 
北京 18－114 附考 13－1220 千唐 444 隋唐・洛陽 7－117 周・万歳通天 032 新編
21－14664 補遺 2－349 
韶州楽昌県令王師協墓誌 神功元年（697）10 月 73×72.5cm 27 行・29 字 輯縄 396
隋唐・洛陽 7－108 周続・神功 002 補遺 5－16 
26
利州刺史崔玄籍及妻屈突氏墓誌 聖暦２年（699）正月 75.5×77.5cm 42 行・43 字 北
京 1８－141 附考 13－1236 千唐 453 隋唐・洛陽 7－136 周・聖暦 010 新編 21－
14682 補遺 3－507 
上将軍崔善福墓誌 聖暦 2 年（699）正月 78×79cm 40 行・42 字 輯縄 398 隋唐・洛
陽 7－132 周続・聖暦 004 新編 21－14685 補遺 5－243 
左武威衛大将軍黒歯常之墓誌 聖暦２年（699）2 月 72×71cm 40 行・41 字 北京 18
－152 附考 13－1243 隋唐・洛陽 7－147 周・聖暦 022 新編 21－14700 補遺 2－
358 曲石 25 南京 26 
瀛州文安県令王徳表墓誌 聖暦２年（699）3 月 73×73cm 35 行・36 字 北京 18－159 
 附考 13－1249 千唐 462 隋唐・洛陽 7－150 周・聖暦 028 新編 5－3126 補遺 1－
78 
貴安府折衝都尉王建墓誌 聖暦 3 年（700）2 月 72×72.5cm 33 行・33 字 北京 18－
181 附考 13－1270 千唐 473 隋唐・洛陽 7－172 周・聖暦 048 新編 21－14715 補
遺 2－368 
承奉郎呉続墓誌 久視元年（700）7 月 74.5×73.5cm 34 行・36 字 北京 19－5 附考
13－1277 輯縄 402 隋唐・洛陽 7－177 周・久視 004 新編 6－3350 補遺 3－31 
相州刺史袁公瑜及妻孟氏墓誌 久視元年（700）10 月 70×74cm 33 行・32 字 北京 19
－11 附考 13－1288 千唐 481 隋唐・洛陽 7－186 周・久視 013 新編 3－1971 補
遺 1－80 
冠軍大将軍馬神威墓誌 久視元年（700）10 月 71.5×73cm 36 行・37 字 附行 3－1289 
新獲 37 隋唐・洛陽 7－188 周・久視 016 新編 21－14728 補遺 5－256  
営繕大匠泉男産墓誌 長安 2 年（702）4 月 74×74cm 28 行・29 字 北京 19－39 府
考 14－1313 輯縄 411 隋唐・洛陽 7－204 周・長安 008 新編 21－14757 補遺 5
－261 
宋州碭山県令李義琳墓誌 長安 2 年（702）5 月 75×73.5cm 29 行・31 字 新獲 40 隋
唐・洛陽 7－205 周続・長安 003 新編 4－2382 
兗州都督劉璿墓誌 長安 2 年（702）11 月 74×74cm 33 行・35 字 輯縄 414 隋唐・
洛陽 7－210 周続・長安 007 新編 21－14750 補遺 5－263 
雍州乾封県丞崔汲及妻李氏墓誌 長安 3 年（703）2 月 73×73cm 32 行・33 字 輯縄
415 隋唐・洛陽 8－3 周続・長安 012 新編 21－14757 補遺 5－265 
岷州刺史張仁楚及妻趙氏墓誌 長安 3 年（703）10 月 73×73cm 34 行・34 字 北京 19
－83 附考 14－1353 千唐 505 隋唐・洛陽 8－23 周・長安 044 新編 21－14775 補
遺 2－382 
姚州刺史皇甫文備墓誌 長安 4 年（704）8 月 70×69cm 33 行・34 字 北京 19－110 
 附考 14－1370 千唐 513 隋唐・洛陽 8－38 周・長安 063 新編 21－14787 補遺 2
－387 
亳州刺史李ソン及妻盧氏墓誌 神竜２年（706）正月 69×70cm 28 行・30 字 北京 20
－23 附考 14－1397 千唐 523 隋唐・洛陽 8－68 周・神竜 021 新編 21－14806 補
遺 2－389 
贈太子中舎人甘基及妻唐氏墓誌 神竜２年（706）7 月 72×71cm 24 行・25 字 北京
20－31 附考 15－1406 千唐 528 隋唐・洛陽 8－75 周・神竜 030 新編 21－14811 
補遺 2－392 
右金吾衛将軍閻虔福墓誌 景竜元年（707）11 月 71・5×71.5cm 30 行・31 字 北京 20
－59 附工 5－1433 輯縄 441 隋唐・洛陽 8－103 周・景竜 002 新編 5－3033 補
遺 6－32 
27
洋州長史王震墓誌 景竜 3 年（708）10 月 70.2×71.5cm 30 行・30 字 北京 20－93 
 附考 15－1467 千唐 550 隋唐・洛陽 8－130 周・景竜 032 新編 5－2944 補遺 1－
89 
荊州大都督府大司馬鄧森墓誌 景雲２年（711）2 月 72×72.5cm 34 行・33 字 北京 20
－115 附考 15－1498 千唐 561 隋唐・洛陽 8－148 周・景雲 007 新編 5－3175 補
遺 1－93 
左威衛録事参軍孟君妻劉氏墓誌 先天元年（712）11 月 74×72cm 24 行・25 字 輯縄
453 隋唐・洛陽 8－178 周続・先天 002 新編 21－14882 補遺 5－309 
鎮軍大将軍李多祚墓誌 先天 2 年（713）9 月 75×75cm 11 行・15 字 新獲 47 新編
21－14886 補遺 6－383 
渭州刺史将作少匠孟玄一及妻顧氏墓誌 開元 3 年（715）4 月 71.5×72cm 29 行・30 字 
北京 21－35 附考 16－1550 千唐 577 隋唐・洛陽 8－196 周・開元 019 新編 21－
14902 補遺 2－420 
元思忠及妻信安県主李氏墓誌 開元 5 年（717）8 月 69.5×70cm 33 行・33 字 北京 21
－74 附考 16－1582 千唐 594 隋唐・洛陽 9－10 周・開言 6 新編 6－3512 補遺
1－98 
鄭州管城県令楊璡墓誌 開元 8 年（720）10 月 70×74cm 31 行・31 字 北京 21－138 
附考 17－1635 千唐 608 隋唐・洛陽 9－50 周・開眼 110 新編 21－14952 補遺 2
－439 
史君妻契苾氏墓誌 開元 9 年（721）2 月 75×75cm 21 行・22 字 昭陵 84 隋唐・陝
西 1－99 周続・開元 036 新中国・陝西壹－118 新編 21－14956 補遺 2－442 
瀛州束城県令張景旦及妻王氏・皇甫氏墓誌 開元 9 年（721）10 月 70×70cm 29 行・
33 字 北京 21－153 附考 17－1650 千唐 615 隋唐・洛陽 9－64 周・開元 126 新
編 21－14964 補遺 2－445 
相州刺史賀蘭務温墓誌 開元 9 年（721）10 月 72.5×72.5cm 35 行・35 字 北京 21－
158 附考 17－1652 千唐 615 隋唐・洛陽 9－67 周・開元 127 新編 6－3516 補
遺 1－104 
寧州刺史裴撝及妻権氏墓誌 開元年（721）10 月 74×76cm 42 行・42 字 北京 21－161 
附考 17－1654 千唐 617 隋唐・洛陽 9－70 周・開元 129 新編 21－14967 補遺 2
－446 
大聖真観楊曜墓誌 開元 10 年（722）5 月 69×74cm 25 行・21 字 北京 22－8 千唐
624 隋唐・洛陽 9－82 周・開元 150 新編 6－3422 補遺 1－105 
右監門衛将軍執失善光墓誌 開元 11 年（723）2 月 77.9×77.9cm 33 行・34 字 昭陵
85 隋唐・陝西 3－144 周続・開元 052 新中国・陝西壹－120 新編 21－14988 補
遺 2－452 
右金吾衛将軍魏靖墓誌 開元 15 年（727）正月 73×73cm 26 行・27 字 北京 22－114 
附工 8－1768 輯縄 481 隋唐・洛陽 9－160 周・開元 241 新編 5－3161 補遺 7－
41 
光禄少卿高懲墓誌 開元 18 年（730）2 月 78×77cm 29 行・32 字 北京 23－41 千唐
701 隋唐・洛陽 10－16 周・開元 318 新編 22－15066 補遺 2－484 
相州刺史李暢墓誌 開元 18 年（730）7 月 73×73cm 35 行・36 字 輯縄 493 隋唐・
洛陽 10－4 周続・開元 095 新編 5－3102 補遺 6－50 
泗州司馬苗善物及妻徐氏墓誌 開元 20 年（732）11 月 69×70cm 30 行・31 字 北京
23－85 千唐 719 隋唐・洛陽 10－54 周・開元 355 新編 6－3817 補遺 1－129 
房州刺史盧全操墓誌 開元 23 年（735）9 月 73.5×73cm 31 行・31 字 北京 23－151 
28
千唐 748 隋唐・洛陽 10－112 周・開元 421 新編 22－15120 補遺 2－507 
滁州別駕蕭謙及妻劉氏墓誌 開元 23 年（735）9 月 72×72cm 25 行・26 字 輯縄 518 
隋唐・洛陽 10－111 周・開元 420 新編 6－3482 補遺 6－56 
張君妻李氏墓誌 開元 24 年（736）10 月 74×74cm 20 行・21 字 新獲 23 新編 7－
4773 補遺 6－59 
蔚州刺史王元琰墓誌 開元 27 年（739）2 月 73×73.5cm 28 行・29 字 千唐 774 隋
唐・洛陽 10－156 周・開元 485 新編 22－15151 補遺 2－518 
滎陽郡夫人鄭徳曜墓誌 開元 28 年（740）11 月 767×6cm 28 行・38 字 輯縄 522 隋
唐・洛陽 10－193 補遺 6－64 
汾州刺史沈浩豊墓誌 開元 29 年（741）11 月 71×71cm 34 行・37 字 北京 24－152 
千唐 792 隋唐・洛陽 10－206 周・開元 536 新編 22－15175 補遺 2－525 
三□県令盧全善妻陳照墓誌 天宝 4 年（745）10 月 75×75cm 31 行・35 字 輯縄 536 
隋唐・洛陽 11－66 周・天宝 074 新編 7－4191 補遺 6－72 
太子詹事源光乗墓誌 天宝 6 年（747）2 月 74.5×74.5cm 33 行・36 字 北京 25－123 
千唐 833 隋唐・洛陽 11－86 周・天宝 105 新編 7－4297 補遺 1－165 
上党郡大都督府長史宋遥墓誌 天宝 7 年（748）正月 72×73.5cm 23 行・25 字 北京
25－137 千唐 837 隋唐・洛陽 11－96 周・天宝 118 新編 7－4212 補遺 1－168 
滎陽郡長史崔湛墓誌 天宝 10 年（751）8 月 77×77cm 30 行・38 字 北京 26－46 輯
縄 562 隋唐・洛陽 11－154 周・天宝 180 新編 7－4534 補遺 2－23 
検校戸部尚書知省事張献誠墓誌 大暦 4 年（769）2 月 73・72cm 29 行・33 字 輯縄
580 隋唐・洛陽 12－33 周続・大暦 007 新編 7－4077 補遺 6－92 
崔渾妻盧氏墓誌 大暦 13 年（778）4 月 71×72.5cm 28 行・28 字 北京 27－166 千
唐 935 隋唐・洛陽 12－71 周・大暦 058 新編 5－3102 補遺 1－108 
兵部尚書馬炫墓誌 貞元 8 年（792）2 月 76・5×76・5cm 34 行・38 字 新獲 82 隋
唐・洛陽 12－123 周続・貞元 025 新編 9－5641 補遺 6－104 
湖南都団練観察処置使呂渭墓誌 貞元 16 年（800）12 月 75×77cm 43 行・44 字 輯縄
611 隋唐・洛陽 12－158 周続・貞元 060 新編 11－7123 補遺 4－81 
靳朝俊及妻王氏墓誌 貞元 19 年（803）11 月 75×68.5cm 34 行・34 字 隋唐・江蘇
65 周続・貞元 076 新編 9－5736 補遺 7－72 斉魯 372 
台州刺史陳皆及妻丘氏墓誌 貞元 20 年（804）2 月 70×70cm 35 行・35 字 北京 28－
186 千唐 985 隋唐・洛陽 12－185 周・貞元 130 新編 9－5737 補遺 1－247 
李敢言墓誌 元和 6 年（811） 76×76cm 31 行・33 字 斉魯 372 
太常少卿崔君妻鄭正合祔墓誌 元和 8 年（813）5 月 74×73cm 22 行・24 字 輯縄 631 
隋唐・洛陽 13－12 周続・元和 044 新編 12－8173 補遺 4－94 
成徳軍節度使王子真妻呉氏墓誌 長慶 4 年（824）5 月 75×75cm 30 行・31 字 新獲
96 新編 13－8516 補遺 5－34 
殿中少監王汶妻蒋氏墓誌 大和元年（827）2 月 73×73cm 36 行・38 字 輯縄 644 隋
唐・洛陽 13－84 周続・大和 001 新編 13－8641 補遺 4－117 
吏部郎中王兗墓誌 大和６年（832）10 月 74×74cm 34 行・36 字 北京 30－127 輯
縄 651 隋唐・洛陽 13－118 周・大和 054 新編 12－8254 補遺 4－130 
河南府司録参軍李璆墓誌 会昌元年（841）11 月 70×70cm 28 行・30 字 北京 31－85 
輯縄 670 隋唐・洛陽 13－176 周・会昌 009 新編 13－8620 補遺 4－163 唐宋 354 
明州刺史韋塤妻温氏墓誌 会昌 6 年（846）5 月 77×77cm 33 行・34 字 輯縄 674 隋
唐・北京 3－185 周・会昌 048 新編 14－9394 補遺 5－38 
工部尚書致仕孫公義墓誌 大中 5 年（851）7 月 74.9×75.8cm 47 行・50 字 北京 32
29
－63 千唐 1113 隋唐・洛陽 14－25 周・大中 054 新編 14－9497 補遺 1－348 
汀州刺史孫公夫人李氏墓誌 大中 10 年（856）12 月 78.5×79cm 千唐 1134 隋唐・洛
陽 14－68 周・大中 125 補遺 1－368 
撫州刺史皇甫イ墓誌 咸通 6 年（865）7 月 70×70cm 30 行・33 字 新獲 112 新編 14
－9847 補遺 4－232 
汀州刺史孫瑝及妻李氏墓誌 咸通 12 年（871）12 月 79×79cm 39 行・43 字 北京 33
－113・114 輯縄 706 隋唐・洛陽 14－155・156 周続・咸通 089 補遺 5－45 
京兆少尹苗紳及妻庾氏墓誌 咸通 15 年（874）10 月 70×70cm 33 行・36 字 新獲 120 
新編 13－9143 補遺 6－191 
 
80cm 以上の唐代墓誌 
徐謨墓誌 貞間 11 年（637）10 月 80×80cm 34 行・31 字 隋唐・江蘇 10 周続・貞
観 018 新編 20－13778 補遺 4－298 斉魯 369 
特進観国公楊恭仁墓誌 貞観 14 年（640）3 月 87.3×87.3cm 35 行・37 字 昭稜３ 隋
唐・陝西 1－11 周続・貞観 021 新中国・陝西壹－36 新編 20－13784 補遺 1－482  
幽州都督王君愕墓誌 貞観 19 年（645）10 月 89.2×89.2cm 30 行・31 字 昭陵 10 隋
唐・陝西 1－16 周続・貞観 041 新中国・陝西壹－39 新編 20－13818 補遺 2－84 
梓州刺史李震墓誌 麟徳 2 年（665）11 月 83.3×83.3cm 35 行・37 字 昭陵 48 隋唐・
陝西 1－38 周続・麟徳 020 新中国・陝西壹－66 新編 20－14171 補遺 2－205 
紀国太妃韋珪墓誌 乾封元年（667）12 月 84×84cm 38 行・35 字 昭陵 52 周続・乾
封 008 新中国・陝西壹－71 新編 3－1556 補遺 2－1 
司空太子太師李勣墓誌 総章３年（670）2 月 82×82cm 54 行・54 字 昭陵 56 隋唐・
陝西 1－45 周続・総章 010 新中国・陝西壹－75 新編 4－2297 補遺 1－55 
臨川郡長公主李孟姜墓誌（太宗第 11 女） 永淳元年（683）12 月 89×89cm 40 行・42
字 昭陵 71 附考 10‐945 隋唐・陝西 3－96 周・永淳 025 新中国・陝西壹－88 新
編 3－1955 補遺 1－66 
右威衛将軍安元寿墓誌 光宅元年（684）10 月 87×87cm 38 行・39 字 昭陵 73 隋唐・
陝西 3－98 周続・光宅 003 新中国・陝西壹－89 新編 3－1958 補遺 1－67 
鎮軍大将軍高足酉墓誌 万歳通天 2 年（697）正月 88.5×88.5cm 32 行・34 字 新獲 34 
隋唐・洛陽 7－84 周続・万歳通天 003 新編 21－14649 補遺 5－229 
司衛少卿樊文及前妻高氏墓誌 長安 2 年（702）3 月 87×88cm 35 行・36 字 輯縄 409 
隋唐・洛陽 7－202 周続・長安 002 新編 21－14744 補遺 5－259 
東光県主李氏墓誌 神竜元年（705）10 月 85×85cm 29 行・31 字 輯縄 430 周続・
神竜 004 新編 21－14802 補遺 7－342 
越王李貞墓誌（太宗第 8 子） 開元 6 年（718）正月 87×87cm 29 行・32 字 昭陵 83 
附考 16－1590 隋唐・陝西 1－59 周・開元 065 新中国・陝西壹－117 新編 21－14927
補遺 2－432 
王慶及妻呂氏墓誌 開元 9 年（721）11 月 80×50cm 33 行・22 字 北京 21－163 毛
17－1659 隋唐・江蘇 36 周・開元 134 新編 7－4527 斉魯 370 
工部尚書崔泰之墓誌 開元 11 年（723）10 月 89×88cm 33 行・37 字 北京 22－30 附
考 7－1697 千唐 630 隋唐・洛陽 9－104 周・開元 174 新編 22－14996 補遺 1－
106 
監河東河西道兵馬使高定方墓誌 開元 22 年（734）8 月 88×88cm 20 行・23 字 北京
23－134 輯縄 512 隋唐・洛陽 10－96 周・開元 407 新編 22－15113 補遺 4－26 
広平郡太守寇洋及妻邢氏墓誌 天宝７年（748）11 月 88×89.5cm 30 行・31 字 北京
30
25－158 千唐 844 隋唐・洛陽 11－111 周・天宝 136 新編 7－4217 補遺 1－172 
太子詹事張庭珪墓誌 天宝 10 年（751）10 月 80×80cm 32 行・37 字 新獲 66 隋唐・
洛陽 11－163 新編 8－5137 補遺 5－30 
項法墓誌 天宝 10 年（751） 88×86cm 28 行・29 字 斉魯 371 
太子太師崔安潜墓誌 乾寧５年（898）8 月 87×87cm 43 行・50 字 新獲 125 新編 15
－10348 補遺 6－203 
 
90cm 以上の唐代墓誌 
長楽公主李麗質墓誌（太宗第 5 女） 貞観 17 年（643）9 月 98.1×98.1cm 31 行・33
字 昭陵７ 隋唐・洛陽 3－22 周続・貞観 036 新中国・陝西壹－37 新編 20－13802 
補遺 1－485 
輔国大将軍張士貴墓誌 顕慶２年（657）11 月 98.2×98.2cm 54 行・57 字 昭陵 30 附
考 4－336 隋唐・陝西 1－25 周・顕慶 056 新中国・陝西壹－51 新編 3－1789 補
遺 1－40 
尉遅敬徳妻鄂国夫人蘇斌墓誌 顕慶４年（659）4 月 99.1×99.1cm 33 行・34 字 昭陵
38 附考 4－369 隋唐・陝西 1－30 周・顕慶 096 新中国・陝西壹－56 新編 22－
14026 補遺 2－157 
越国太妃燕氏墓誌 咸亨２年（672）12 月 96.5×96.5cm 49 行・48 字 昭陵 60 北京
15－154 隋唐・陝西 1－51 周続・咸亨 012 新中国・陝西壹－80 新編 21－14281 
補遺 2－240 
章懐太子李賢墓誌（高宗第 2 子 乾陵陪葬） 神竜２年（706）7 月 90×90cm 40 行・
41 字 附考 15－1405 隋唐・陝西 1－84 周・神竜 029 新中国・陝西壹－110 新編
21－14810 補遺 5－281 
右領軍衛上将軍何文哲及妻康氏後妻康氏墓誌 大和 4 年（830）10 月 93×87cm 60 行・
57 字 考古 1986－9 隋唐・陝西 4－107、周続・大和 020、新編 13－8707、補遺 1－
282 
東都留守東都畿汝州防禦使崔弘礼墓誌 大和 5 年（831）4 月 93×90cm 39 行・42 字 北
京 30－112 千唐 1043 隋唐・洛陽 13－109 周・大和 039 新編 13－8753 補遺 1
－297 
塩鉄転運塩城監事盧伯卿墓誌 開成 5 年（840）11 月 90.7×60cm 29 行・30 字 北京
31－70 千唐 1073 隋唐・洛陽 13－168 周・開成 049 新編 13－9004 補遺 1－319 
明州刺史韋塤墓誌 会昌元年（841）10 月 99×99cm 30 行・34 字 北京 31－84 輯縄
669 隋唐・洛陽 13－175 周・会昌 008 新編 13－9036 補遺 4－162 
天平軍節度使楊漢公墓誌 咸通２年（861）11 月 87×90cm 50 行・52 字 輯縄 699 周
続・咸通 008 新編 14－9438 補遺 6－178 
検校司空兼太子少師分司東都孫簡墓誌 咸通 14 年（873）12 月 90×90cm 44 行・48
字 輯縄 708 周続・咸通 099 新編 13－8951  
太子太師崔安潜墓誌 乾寧５年（898）8 月 87×87cm 43 行・50 字 新獲 125 新編 15
－10348 補遺 6－203 
 
100cm 以上の唐代墓誌 
淮安王李寿墓誌（高祖従父弟） 貞観５年（631）12 月 166×96cm 31 行・37 字 附考
1－29 隋唐・陝西 1－9 周・貞観 024 新中国・陝西壹－19 新編 20－13753 補遺 1
－474 
越王李福墓誌（太宗第 11 子） 咸亨２年（6672）12 月 112.5×112.5cm 40 行・38 字 
31
昭陵 59 隋唐・陝西 1－50 周続・咸亨 013 新中国・陝西壹－79 新編 21－14284 補
遺 2－238 
開府儀同三司尉遅敬徳墓誌 顕慶４年（659）4 月 120×120cm 46 行・50 字 昭陵 36 
附考 4－370 隋唐・陝西 3－50 周・顕慶 100 新中国・陝西壹－55 新編 20－14028 
補遺 2－154 
少司成（国子監司業）孫處約墓誌 咸亨３年（672）11 月 100×98cm 44 行・47 字 附
考 8－750 隋唐・洛陽 5－140 周・咸亨 068 新編 21－14299 補遺 4－369 
虢王李鳳墓誌（高祖第 15 子） 上元 2 年（675）12 月 124×122cm 56 行・56 字 附
考 9－815 隋唐・陝西 1－56 周続・上元 011 新中国・陝西壹－50 新編 21－14352 
補遺 1－52 
永泰公主李仙恵墓誌（中宗第 7 女） 神竜２年（706）5 月 114×114cm 32 行・32 字 附
考 15－1403 隋唐・陝西 3－125 周・神竜 027 新中国・陝西壹－109 新編 5－3029 
補遺 1－83 
開府儀同三司高力士墓誌 宝応元年（763）4 月 112×78cm 45 行・34 字 新編 8－5169 


































Commentary on the Rock 






One can identify two types of written commentaries, those which are separate 
from the main work and are normally done in a different material, and those 
commentaries which are in physical relation with the primary work and, as a rule, use the 
same material and technique. 
Examples of the first type are Japanese screen paintings and European easel 
paintings. Commentaries to those are typically found in books, separate from the primary 
work and written in a different format. Examples of the second type are scrolls of 
Chinese literati painting or calligraphy, such as the letters by Wang Xizhi王羲之. His 
letter may be mounted on a hand scroll, and in the course of the centuries ever new 
commentaries are added on. In the end, the original letter is almost dwarfed amongst the 
later additions.  
All commentators to such a letter have used brush and ink as Wang Xizhi did, and 
like him, they wrote on paper, sometimes even on the original paper, or on silk. In their 
calligraphy the commentators followed the same stylistic and aesthetic standards, thereby 
fusing primary and secondary work and forging an aesthetic unity between them. This 
was a strategy to strengthen the coherence of the artistic tradition. 
At the same time commentators forged a spacial symbiosis. They carefully chose 
a space close to the original writing or painting, and they even compete among each other 
for space. Thus they make the viewer look simultaneously at their commentary and at the 
primary work, thereby controlling and channeling the viewer’s thoughts. In front of a 
Japanese screen or of Western oil paintings, by contrast, the viewer is left to make up his 
own mind. Visitors to the screen paintings in Daisenin 大仙院 of Daitokuji 大徳寺 are 
not confronted with any commentary, yet a viewer of Wang Xizhi’s Fengjutie 奉橘帖 
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 cannot ignore the later comments written by collectors and connoisseurs. Willingly or not 
he takes in their opinions. 
Chinese commentators applied the same two principles when they engraved 
inscriptions into rock. Emperor Xuanzong’s 唐玄宗 large inscription on Mount Tai 泰山, 
for example, has since the 8th century been encased by dozens of secondary inscriptions. 
Like writers of colophons on scrolls of calligraphy and painting, the commentators on the 
rock create a twofold symbiosis, aesthetically and spacially. They make use of the same 
medium and conform to the same technical and stylistic standards as the primary work, 
thus creating an aesthetic unity. Vying for space, the commentators also form a spacial 
unity with the primary work. By establishing a unified space the later engravers, too, 
force the viewers to simultaneously look at their commentary and at the primary work. 
They, too, want to influence and channel the perception of the viewers, forcing them to 
think along certain lines. 
Next to the Diamond Sutra 金剛經 of ca. 580 in Sutra Stone Valley 經石峪 on 
Mount Tai about 25 commentaries have been engraved in the course of the centuries, the 
first in 1117 by a certain official Chen Guorui 陳國瑞, and the last in 1958 by Guo 
Moruo 郭沫若.The paper dealt in detail with two conspicuous commentaries of the late 
Ming dynasty, one by the Vice Minister of the Ministry of War Wan Gong 萬恭 (1515-
1591). To the northwest of the large rock surface with the Diamond Sutra he engraved a 
long text on the rock wall when he erected a pavilion there in 1572. Its title Lofty 
Mountain Flowing Water 高山流水 alludes to a famous zither tune of antiquity. 
In his entire commentary Wan Gong never mentions the religious nature of the 
primary sutra text, but instead dwells on the beauty of the landscape and, in particular, on 
the extraordinary view of the water gurgling down over characters in the rocky surface. 
By extolling the aesthetic qualities of the site Wan Gong pulls the reader’s attention away 
from its religious significance. Yet the spiritual power of the place is not completely 
dissolved into the aesthetic dimension, but is, at least in part, replaced by the spirit of 
indigenous Chinese culture, embodied in the zither and its tunes. Its roots go far back into 
a time before Buddhism ever reached Chinese soil. 
In 1579, a certain censor-in-chief Li Bangzhen 李邦珍 added another, shorter 
commentary on a rock which juts out into the space of the sutra text, almost injuring it. Li 
Bangzhen begins with the two oversize characters “SCRIPTURE CORRECTED經正.” 
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 Quoting Mengzi 孟子 he then continues to assert that the Confucian classical scriptures 
and not the Buddhist sutras embody the true standard. Whereas Wan Gong belittles the 
value of the sutra text, Li Bangzhen displays open contempt, bordering on hostility. 
Both commentators try to control what the visitors should think, yet they go even 
further. By engraving their commentaries at specific spots, they even manipulate what the 
visitors see. In order to properly read the sutra one has to stand to the south of the rock 
face, but Wan Gong’s pavilion was erected to the west, specifically inviting “those who 
ascend Mount Tai to take a rest here for ten thousand years to come.” While resting in the 
open pavilion one can comfortably read Wan Gong’s colophon on the rock wall behind, 
and one faces Li Bangzhen’s commentary. Yet from the pavilion one can only 
aesthetically appreciate the script style of the sutra and the size of its characters, “each as 
large as a peck” as noted by Wan Gong, but it is impossible to follow the characters 
through the columns with the eye and read the text.  
In the topography which they create, Wan Gong and Li Bangzhen display the 
same dismissive attitude towards the sutra as in the text of their commentaries. By 
making the visitors walk up to the pavilion, the two commentators prevent them from 
properly viewing and comprehending the primary Buddhist text. 





Inscriptions on “stone banners” (shichuang 石幢) :  
Text and Context 
 
KUO Liying  
École française d’Extrême-Orient (Paris) 
 
 
All over China, and specially in Central, Eastern and Southern China, one may 
see octagonal stone pillars inscribed with Buddhist scriptures (See Photo 1, 2, 3 and 
4 for early examples) 1. Their height varies from one to three meters. They are 
usually called by western scholars “dhāraṇī-pillars”. Their Chinese name is 
jingchuang 經幢 “sūtra [stone] banner” or tuoluonichuang 陀羅尼幢 “ dhāraṇī [stone] 
banner ”, according to the inscriptions they bear. The use chuang 幢, “banner” as a 
name for these pillars is attested in inscriptions since the beginning of the 8th century. 
The Japanese monk En’nin 圓仁 (794-846) reported on the fifteen day of the seventh 
month of the year of 844 that due to the emperor Wuzong’s persecution of the 
Buddhists, in addition to the interdiction of Buddhist practices, there was an imperial 
edict ordering the destruction of all kind of the Buddhist buildings, among them the 
“stone banners engraved with Zunsheng [text]” (尊勝石幢) and monks’ funeral stūpa 
(僧墓塔) 2. As the Chinese scholar ZHOU Yiliang 周一良 rightly concluded from this 
remark, there should have been a great number of them3. We can thus imagine how 
popular these vijaya-dhāraṇī pillars were in En’nin’s time, because archaeological 
finds and records of stone inscriptions show that soon after the end of persecution, 
                                                 
1 LIU Shu-fen 劉淑芬 reproduces 60 photos taken from earlier publications in the appendix of the 
second of her three studies on stone pillars, “Jingchuang de xingzhi xinzhi he laiyuan — jingchuang 
yanjiu zhi er 經幢的形制性質和來源 — 經幢的研究之二” (Form, Nature, and Origins of Dharani Pillars. 
Studies on Dharani Pillars, Part II), Zhongyang yanjiuyuan Lishi yuyan yanjiusuo jikan 中央研究院歷史
語言研究所集刊 (Bulletin of the Institute of History and Philology Academia Sinica), vol. 68, Part 3 
(1997) : 727-786. Some of these pillars do not exist any more or are partly destroyed and some are 
already. Others were since moved to other places, like local museums or elsewhere.  
2 ONO Katsutoshi 小野勝年, Nittō-guhō-junrei-kōki no kenkyū 入唐求法巡禮行記の研究 (A Study of the 
Nittō-guhō-junrei-kōki / The Record of a Pilgrimage to T’ang China in Search of the Law), vol. 4, 
Tōkyō : Suzuki Researche Foundation, 1969, pp. 71 and 74. 
3 “Tantrism in China”, Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies, vol. 8 (March 1945), N° 3 and 4, pp. 322-
323. 
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most of the damaged pillars were repaired and new ones were erected all over the 
country, through Song to even Yuan times. To this day I collected c. about 220 
dhāraṇī-pillars’ inscriptions with datings ranging from 697 to 1285 4. Those stone 
pillars are located mostly in Northern, Central and Eastern China, viz. Shanxi 山西, 
Shaanxi 陜西, Shandong 山東, Hebei 河北, Henan 河南, Jiangsu 江蘇, Zhejiang 浙江, 
Sichuan 四川 and Fujian 福建, etc. But almost none was recorded in the Western part 
of China. 
Most of the documentation is found in Epigraphic Corpus dating back to the 18th 
and 19th century or even a bit earlier 5. Reports of archaeological finds from the last 
century up to recent years also provide some data. But there are huge blanks. First, it 
is not always easy to decipher entirely the text engraved, because many pillars are 
fragmentary. Second, the Epigraphical Corpus sources are not always reliable. Their 
authors are not always careful when collecting materials. Often they never saw the 
pillar and were content with copying predecessors. Generally they do not reproduce 
entirely the inscription, but only give the title of each text, when they are 
conscientious. The few literally compositions priented in collections such as the Quan 
Tang wen 全唐文, “Complete collection of Tang literally works”, do not give any 
indication on the location nor on the shape of the pillars. Archaeological reports do 
not always give informations we need and sometimes give incorrect informations, 
specially regarding to the Buddhist texts. I did my best to see the extant pillars, still 
standing on their original location or kept in museums, but I could not check every 
recorded pillar.  
My collection of data on these stone pillars provide a huge field for possible 
studies, historical, textual, religious, economical, social, archaeological or artistic and 
so on. Here I shall content myself with dealing only with a few points. I shall give first 
a short survey  of the contents, then consider issues relative to the main Buddhist 
                                                 
4 If I add the undated pillars, the total number would be three times bigger. Some pillars bear more 
than one date and provide the back-story, telling for example how the pillar was destroyed during the 
persecution period or how the pillar was found abandoned, then was restored, etc.  
5 The reproductions of these texts have been published here and there in the last century. The most 
recent and more complete ones were reproduced by the Xinwen feng 新文豐 publication company in 
Taipei : Shike shiliao xinbian 石刻史料新編 [New Edition of Stone Engraved Historical Materials], 1977 
(2nd edition of this first series, Chuji 初輯, 1982), Dierji 第二輯 [Second series], 1979 and Disanji 第三
輯 [Third series], 1986. Cf. Dieter KUHN and Helga STAHL, Annotated Bibliography to Shike shiliao 
xinbian [New Edition of Historical Materials Carved on Stone], Heidelberg, 1991.  
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scriptures engraved on them. I shall end with discussing the use of the word chuang 
幢 , “banner” for these stone pillars and the way understood Dunhuang artists 
understood it in the 8th -10th c.  
Inscriptions: sūtra, dhāraṇī, “Invitation verses” and colophons 
Nevertheless we may assume that c. 90% of the pillars are engraved with the 
Buddhoṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi-sūtra / Foding zunsheng tuoluoni-jing 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經 
or only with its dhāraṇī without the narrative part of text. Usually, from the end of 7th 
to the beginning of 8th century, the entire sūtra is engraved, sometimes with an  other 
sūtra, very often a short text, like the Prājñāpāramitāhṛdaya / the Heart sūtra as in 
Hebei 河北 Huolu Benyuansi 獲鹿本願寺, on a pillar dated  in the year 702 (Wu 
Zetian Chang’an 2), or the Liumen tuoluoni jing 六門陀羅尼經, “Dhāraṇī of Six Gates”, 
translated by Xuanzang 玄奘, as in Longxian of Shaanxi on a pillar dated 728, now 
kept at Longxian museum (陜西隴縣博物館) [Photo 5 and 6]. There is a short 
colophon. Later in the 8th century, the Buddhoṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi-sūtra is often found 
engraved with a preface written by Zhijing 志靜. Some time after the mid-8th century 
the dhāraṇī is found engraved without preface nor the narrative part of sūtra.  But 
often a dedication, much longer than the earlier ones, gives the date and the donors’ 
names with their social rank or their acting part in the enterprise of erecting the pillar,  
when it is the  collective work of the local religious association. The 
Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi is found also engraved with other dhāraṇī, like Wugou jingguang 
tuoluoni 無垢淨光陀羅尼 / Raśmivimalaviśuddhaprabhā- dhāraṇī (T. 1024), “dhāraṇī of 
pure light”, or Qianshou qianyan dabei zhou 千手千眼大悲咒, “spell of the great 
compassion of thousand-arms and thousand-eyes Guanyin”.  In the beginning of the 
9th century, pillars engraved with the dhāraṇi  and short incantations or mantra were 
used as funeral monuments. About 50 years later, other long dhāraṇī, like that of 
Avalokiteśvara or the Sitātapatra-dhāraṇī (Baisangai tuoluoni 白傘蓋) were also 
engraved along with short magical spells like the po diyu zhenyan 破地獄真言, « spell 
to break the hell », kaihou zhenyan 開喉真言, “spell to open the throat [of the hunger 
ghost]”, jieyuanjie zhenyan 解冤結真言, “spell to dissolve the hatred” and miezui 
zhenyan 滅罪真言, “magical spell to release the sin”, etc. 
Since the middle of the 9th century, syllabic strophes were added to the dhāraṇī. 
They praised its great magical efficacy and that of the dhāraṇī pillars. Scholars were 
often invited to write stances for it. For instance the text written by Li Po 李白 (701-
762), studied by Paul Kroll and published not long ago by the Italian School of East 
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Asian Studies in Kyoto. In year 869, the dhāraṇī sūtra  got a new name, Jiaju foding 
zunsheng tuoluonijing 加句佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經, “dhāraṇī sūtra  with extra-verses” 6. In 
971 a new set of syllabic strophes was added  above this so-called Jiaju lingyan 
tuoluoni 加句靈驗陀羅尼 “ Miraculous one with Extra-Verses ” [Photo 7 and 8 for an 
example of pillar made in 1025]. 
You may ask what is this Buddhoṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi-sūtra and why it becames so 
popular and engraved on pillars in so many places?  
Chinese translations (see also Appendix) 
The Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi-sūtra, called Sarvadurgatipariśodhanṣṇīṣa-vijaya-
dhāraṇi at the end of a unique Gilgit Sanskrit manuscript, was brought to the Tang 
capital, Chang’an, before 680. Within six years (679 – 685), four Chinese translations 
were made at Chang’an (T. 967, 968, 969, 970). On 710 Yijing 義淨 translated it 
anew (T. 971). Since the first half of 8th century, two ritual manuals by Indian tantric 
masters, Shanwuwei 善無畏  / Śubhakarasiṃha (T. 973) and Bukong 不空  / 
Amoghavajra (T. 972), were available for Chinese initiates. In 767 Amoghavajra 
asked the Emperor to establish a body of 14 monks and make them recite 
permanently the Buddhoṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi in the Abhiṣeka hall of an imperial 
Temple at Taiyuan where the first Tang emperor had started the career which 
eventually gave him the throne. In 775, Bukong’s disciples asked the imperial court to 
order monks and nuns in the whole Empire to memorize and recite this 
Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi 21 times a day. Each monastery should on every new year’s day 
tell the court the number of recitations made. 
Sūtra translations and legend  
Although five translations of this dhāraṇisūtra were available, one only became 
popular in China and spread out all over Eastern Asia. It is the translation linked with 
the legend of the meeting of the Kashmiri monk Buddhapālita with Bodhisattva 
Mañjuśrī in Wutaishan. According to the legend narrated in the preface, Buddhapālita 
came first in 676 to Wutaishan to meet Mañjuśrī. There an old man, apparently a 
manifestation of the Bodhisattva, advised him to go back to India and bring back the 
                                                 
6 It is found at Zhejiang Yinxian Ayuwangsi 鄞縣阿育王寺. According to HUNG Yixuan 洪頤煊 (Pingjin 
dubeiji 平津讀碑記, III, suite juan xia (三續卷下), p. 18). The colophon gives the miraculous stories of 
Zhang Yi 張繹 and Ma Yang 馬揚 which were happen respetively in  and 821. This account is found in 
the last part of the T. 974C, XIX 386c29-387b8, which is edited in Japan.  
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Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi-sūtra to China so that people there could be spared the 
retribution of their sins. Buddhapālita obeyed this injunction, returned to India and 
came back with the Sanskrit sūtra. He presented it to the Imperial court in Chang’an 
in 683 AD [but in that year Emperor was at Luoyang, not Chang’an]. After having the 
sūtra translated into Chinese by the imperial official translator, the Indian monk 
Divākara, the Emperor kept the Sanskrit manuscript in his palace for cultic use. 
Finally Budhapāpalita was given back his Sanskrit manuscript. He translated it anew 
in Chinese with the help of a Chinese monk, then disappeared to Wutaishan with the 
Sanskrit manuscript.  
The preface the contents of which I just summarized was written some time after 
689 by a monk called Zhijing 志靜, otherwise unknown. The encouraging story of an 
Indian monk coming to China to meet an Indian bodhisattva, and suggesting that 
China was a very pure Buddhist land where the great Bodhisattva Mañjuśrī resided, 
became in a few years very popular with Chinese Buddhists. The unique Chinese 
female ruler, Wu Zetian 武則天 (r. 684-704), who pretended in 695 to be an universal 
Buddhist ruler, Cakravartin, used it for her political aims. The Indian monk 
Buddhapālita, who shared the same name as another Buddhapālita (ca. 470-540), 
author of a famed commentary on Nāgārjuna’s Madhyamakakārikā, is also credited 
with the transmission of a meditation manual, the Xiuchan yaojue 修禪要訣, in 677.  
A 10th century legend adds that he is staying in  the Vajra grotto (Jin’gang-ku 金剛窟) 
at Wutaishan together with Mañjuśrī and a hundred thousand other bodhisattva after 
disappearing with the sanskrit manuscript of the Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi-sūtra.   
This version of the Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇi-sūtra translated, so they say, by 
Buddhapālita some time after 683 was engraved in a Longmen grotto in 692, without 
its preface. The first engraved pillar today known dates back to 697, still during Wu 
Zetian’s era, also without preface. The first inscription with Zhijing’s preface was 
made in 731, almost three decades after Wu Zetian’s death. It seems that she didn’t 
live long enough to benefit of the hidden political setting of this legend, if this was her 
intention.  
Dhāraṇī-pillars / tuoluoni-chuang  
According to the sūtra the Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇī was initially taught by Śākyamuni 
in order to prevent the devaputra Shanzhu 善住 / Supratiṣṭhita to suffer through 
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seven worst destinies and end up in the hell. At that time the Buddha described the 
immense power of the correct worship of the dhāraṇī, such as reciting it, coping it and 
putting it in conspicuous spots, on the tip of a “high banner” (gaochuang 高幢) or on 
the top of a “high pavilion” (gaolou 高樓) or on the summit of a “high mountain” 
(gaoshan 高山), depositing it in a stūpa at a cross-roads in order to benefit the 
passersby. Here I should quote the translation of G. Schopen, from his still 
unublished work on the unique sanskrit manuscript of this dhāraṇī sūtra. The 
translation was made from the Tibetan version for this passage is not found in the  
Sanskrit manuscript :  
“when this dhāraṇī has been written down it should be put on the tip of a 
banner pole, it should be put on the top of a  high mountain or a high house or 
in a stūpa. If some monk or nun or lay brother or sister, or some other son or 
daughter of good family, were to see the tip of that banner pole or remain near 
it, or even if they were touched by its shadow, or touched by its dust when it is 
blown by the wind, for them no evil and no fear of going to an unfortunate state 
of rebirth arises. They would not be born in any of the hells, any bad rebirth, 
hungry ghosts, asuras, etc. These persons have been predicted by all 
Tathāgatas and do not turn away from an excelled, complete and perfect 
awakening” 7.  





阿耨多羅三藐三菩提 (T. 967 XIX : 351b9-18)] 
This passage gives the clue of the meaning of the odd Chinese expressions 
jingchuang “sutra banner”, “tuoluoni chuang”, “dhāraṇī banner “, or shichuang “stone 
banner” and its practice by some Chinese scholars.   
                                                 
7 This passage is not found in the Sanskrit manuscript, but, according to G. Schopen, exists in the Tibetan 
version. The next passage prescribes the adoration of this dhāraṇī with flowers, incense, perfumes, garlands, 
umbrellas, banners, flags, and ornaments, and the making a caitya at a crossroads and depositing this 
dhāraṇī there, etc. Here the words for umbrellas, banners and flags are cchatra-dhvaja-patākā (Schopen p. 
20). The Chinese version has chuang fan gai 幢幡蓋 (T. 967 351b19-20 ; T. 968 354b10 ; T. 969 356c5). The 
second translation of Divākara (T. 970) and Yijing’s translation (T. 971) show important variants. 
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The words chuang, “banner” and shichuang, “stone banner”,  are actually used in 
the inscriptions from the very beginning, for instance on the pillar  still to be seen in 
Huolu Benyuansi 獲鹿本願寺 in actuel Zhengding xian 正定縣 of Hebei 河北, which 
bears a date of 702. This pillar is engraved both with the Heart Sutra and 
Buddhapālita’s translation. But I would like to draw your attention to the so-called 
zaoxiang bei 造像碑, « stele engraved with [Buddhist or Taoist] images » made 
during the Six Dynasties. Two of them use the word chuang. The first one is a 
Buddhist stele kept in Museum of Fine Arts at Boston.  It bears a date of 529. At least 
three donors, members of the association (yi 邑), have titles like caixiangchuangzhu 
採像幢主  (Stela Photo 9). The second stele is a Buddho-Taoist stele (Fodao 
zaoxiang bei 佛道造像碑) made by a lay person called Li Tanxin 李曇信 and his 
relatives in 562. It was was discovered in 1934 near Yaoxian 耀縣, about 150 to 200 
(?) km north of Xi’an in Shaanxi. One of inscription of the front can be read : xiong 
chuangzhu  兄 幢主 , « principal donor of the banner, the elder brother » (?) Now, in 
both inscriptions, I cannot be sure of the  real meaning of chuang. It may refer to the 
stele itself, and if so, the « dhāraṇī pillars » erected more than 100 years later took 
over this name, in the same way as some designations of members of religious 
associations are common both to stela and dhāraṇī pillars. 
Dunhuang illustration (jingbian 經變)  
As I said in the beginning that about 220 dhāraṇī-pillars (697 to 1285) I have 
recorded are found mostly in Northern, Central and Eastern China. But none is closer 
to Dunhuang region than the pillar erected in 939 AD at Tianshui 天水, in Eastern 
Gansu, about 800 kilometers as the crow flies from Dunhuang. None is known from 
Dunhuang proper. Dunhuang pillars may have been destroyed, but we should have 
expected to see them depicted in cave-paintings.  
Buddhapālita’s version is found copied more than 100 times in Dunhuang 
manuscripts. The story of the meeting of Buddhapālita with Mañjuśrī at Wutaishan is 
depicted in Dunhuang caves where one can also see illustrations of the 
Uṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇī-sūtra (caves 103 and 217, both dated from the Tianbao era 
(742-755)). Besides, three panels, in caves 23, 55 and 454, represent this same 
sūtra. Cave 23 was dug out about at the same time as caves 103 and 217. Cave 55 
was donated by Cao Yuanzhong 曹元忠 in 962 and cave 454 was excavated at the 
expenses of his two sons between 976 and 980. The panels in caves 55 and 454 are 
labelled : Foding zunsheng tuoluoni jingbian 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經變 [Photo 10]. The 
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panels in caves 23, 103 and 217 were till not long ago identified as illustrations of the 
Lotus Sūtra or Fahuajingbian 法華經變. The right identification was given first by Dr. 
Shinomo Akiko 下野玲子 from Tokyo (cave 217), then by Dr. Wang Huimin 王惠民 
from Dunhuang (caves 23 and 103). 
No Dunhuang manuscript of the dhāraṇīsūtra bears a date. Pelliot 2411 uses Wu 
Zetian’s characters, specially the graphic form for the character yue 𠥱, “moon” in use 
from 689 to 698, and can thus have been written between 689 and 698, unless it is a 
later copy of an earlier one written between 689 and 698. In any case, a copy of this 
sūtra was made 15 years only after its translation into Chinese. The copy was not 
necessarily made at Dunhuang, but, even if it was made at Chang’an or Luoyang or 
elsewhere, there is no doubt that Buddhapālita’s story and this dhāraṇī-sūtra were 
largely known in Dunhuang since the beginning of the 8th century.  
It is interesting to see that the gaochuang on which one should install a copy of 
the dhāraṇī is depicted as a three-tier umbrella as we can still see in caves 23 and 
454. I feel sure that a good number of dhāraṇī-pillars were standing in Wutaishan 
temples. Still extant are the two pillars at Foguang-si 佛光寺 erected on 857 and 877, 
the one at Zunsheng-si 尊勝寺 erected in 1009 [Photo 3 and 4]. Yet the Dunhuang 
artists do not seem not to have been aware of the existence of dhāraṇī-pillars, may 
be because they were cut from mainland China from 781 to 848 by the Tibetan 
military occupation. But, even after the departure of the Tibetans, no dhāraṇī-pillar, so 
it seems, was set up.  
Temporay Conclusion 
While we are still posing the original use of chuang, “banner”, as a stone pillar, 
it’s certain that Dunhuang has developed cults of its own as the manuscripts and 
caves attest. Dunhuang Buddhists have thus developed a Buddhoṣṇīṣavijayadhāraṇī 
cult slightly different from the practices now attested all over the Asia. Indeed, a few 
10th century “miraculous long vijayadhāraṇī” pillars are still standing in Vietnam and 
the rite called sec-ktī jīv-dān « give of life » telling the story of the Devaputra 
Supatiṭṭhita was practiced till very recently in Thailand and Cambodia. 
Since the second half of the 9th century, most of the vijayadhāraṇī-pillars were 
engraved with the new and longer miraculous dhāraṇī. The three vijayadhāraṇī-pillars 
still standing at Wutaishan exhibit only the version with the Buddhapālita’s translation 
and Zhijing’s preface, without any extra-verse. Two of them can still be seen in the 
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Foguang temple 佛光寺  at Wutaishan. They were erected in 857 and 877. The third 
pillar stands in a courtyard of the Zunsheng temple 尊勝寺, at Wutaishan also, and 
bears two dates, viz. 1009 and 1026. The Zunsheng temple was built at the very 
place where Buddhapālita is supposed to have met Mañjuśrī. There is nothing but 
normal to have his translation engraved on a pillar erected at this place, even if, at 
that time (late 9th century), this version of the dhāraṇī was no more in fashion in the 
other Chinese provinces. Indeed, on some pillars, this earlier version of the dhāraṇī, 
engraved together with Buddhapālita’s translation and Zhijing’s preface, was erased 
and replaced by the New Miraculous dhāraṇī with Extra verses. But, surprisingly, at 
Wutaishan no pillar, to my knowledge, is engraved with a copy of the “Miraculous 
dhāraṇī with extra verses” or with the “Invitation to the miraculous dhāraṇī with extra 
verses” although these longer and new dhāraṇī are also said to have been 
transmitted at Wutaishan.  
Today, the Buddhoṣṇīṣavijaya-dhāraṇī cult is still practiced at Wutaishan 
although not in a very impressive way. In the Xiantongsi 顯通寺, Wutaishan's biggest 
temple, two long cloth banners inscribed with the Vijayadhāraṇī are hanging from the 
ceiling in the Hall of Mañjuśrī with Thousand Bowls. They were presented in 1999 by 
an Association of Buddhists from Hong Kong. Both banners exhibit the text of the 
dhāraṇī. At the end of the text, the name of a Bodhisattva-Mahasattva called 
Zunshengchuang pusamohesa (尊勝幢菩薩摩訶薩), « Vijaya-Banner Bodhisattva-
Mahasattva » is inscribed. This is a contemporary instance of the continuation of the 
history of this dhāraṇī cult: even the banner, now, has become a divinity. 
 
Appendix : 
List of texts related to the Buddhoṣṇīṣavijayādhāraṇī-sūtra 
Sanskrit Manuscripts :  
1. Buddhoṣṇīṣavijayādhāraṇī in proto-śāradā style (c. 630-720), Hōryūji, Nara, 
Japon. Written after the Prajñāpāramitāḥṛdaya-sūtra (Heart Sutra / 
[Panruopoluomi]Duoxinjing [般若波羅密]多心經) 
2. Sarvagatipariśodhanoṣṇīṣa-vijayā-dhāraṇī (Title at the end) 
      Gilgit Manuscript of the sūtra, 7 folios a et b. Incomplete. 
      Studied by G. Schopen [beginning of 7th c.].  
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In the Taishō Canon : 
A. Sūtra (with the story of devaputra Shanzhu 善住 / Supratiṣṭhita) : 
1) T. 967 Foding zunsheng tuoluoni jing 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經, one juan + 
Preface [of Zhijing 志靜] written after 689. Said to have been translated by a 
Kashmiri monk called Fotuopoli 佛陀波利 (Buddhapālita) after 683, with the 
help of a Chinese monk called Shunzhen 順貞. 
2) T. 968 Foding zunsheng tuoluoni jing 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經, one juan. 
Translated by Du Xingyi 杜行顗 in 679.  
3) T. 969 Foding zuisheng tuoluoni jing 佛頂最勝陀羅尼經, one juan + 
Preface of Yancong 彥悰, dated in 682. Translated by Dipoheluo 地婆訶羅 
(Divākara) in 682.  
4) T. 970 Zuisheng foding tuoluoni jingchu yezhang zhou jing 最勝佛頂陀羅尼
淨除業障咒經, one juan. Translated by Dipoheluo 地婆訶羅 (Divākara) [his 
second translation] in 685 (according to Huilin 慧琳 on a work of 802, 
Yiqiejing yinyi 一切經音義, T. 2128(36) LIV : 544a). 
5) T. 971 Foshuo Foding zunsheng tuoluoni jing 佛說佛頂尊勝陀羅尼經, one 
juan. Translated by Yijing 義淨 in 710. 
B.  Yigui 儀軌 / Manuals : 
6) T. 972 Foding zunsheng tuoluoni niansong yigui fa 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼念誦儀
軌法, one juan. Bukong 不空 /Amoghavajra in 764 (according to Huilin 慧琳).  
7) T. 973 Zunsheng foding xiu yuqie fa guiyi 尊勝佛頂修瑜伽法軌儀, two juan. 
Shanwuwei 善無畏 / Śubhakarasiṃha or his disciple Xiwuwei 喜無畏 
[composed] in 722 (according to Huilin).   
8) T. 974F Foding zunsheng tuoluoni biefa 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼別法, one juan. 
Ruona 若那 (9th c.).   
9) T. 974E Foding zunsheng tuoluoni zhenyan 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼真言. After a 
manuscript of Heian period (781-1183), kept in Tōji (Kyōto).  
C. Miraculous Tales : 
 10) T. 974C Jiaju lingyan foding zunsheng tuoluoni ji 加句靈驗佛頂尊勝陀羅
尼記 [« Records of Miraculous Tales on reciting the long version of the 
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Uṣṇīṣavijayādhāraṇī »], one juan. [First part] attributed to Wu Che 武徹 [8th c.] 
[The last story bears a date in the year of 823] 
 
D. [Second] sūtra : 
11) T. 978 Foshuo yiqie rulai wusenisha zuisheng zongchi jing 佛說一切如來
烏瑟膩紗最勝總持經 ([Sarvatathāgata]-uṣṇīṣa-vijayādhāraṇī), one juan. 
Translated by Fatian 法天 [Dharmadeva] in 994.  
[Narative part is much shorter than the former one and without any story of 
devaputra; the Uṣṇīṣavijayādhāraṇī is pronounced by the Amitāyus at the 
request of Avalokiteśvara] 
11bis) Manuscript [from Nepal] in Sanskrit of 18th or 19th century [Paris : 
Library of the Société Asiatique] 
 
 
List of photos:  
 
1. One of the earliest dhāraṇī pillars, still standing at Yuanqi si 原起寺 near Lucheng in 
Southern Shanxi (山西潞城市), erected – according to the inscription – in 744 AD (Tang 
Tianbao 天寶 3). Photo KUO Liying, September 2002.  
2. Two dhāraṇī pillars standing in Wutaishan 五台山 , at Foguangsi 佛光寺 (on the left 
for the viewer) and Siyang ling 思陽嶺 (on the right), from a photograph taken in 
October 1925 and published by TOKIWA Daijō 常盤大定 and SEKINO Tadashi 關野貞 
(ed.), Chūgoku bunka shiseki 中國文化史蹟 , vol. I, pl. 107 (1975 edition), Kyōto, 
Hōzōkan 法藏館.  
3. The Wutaishan dhāraṇī pillar at Foguangsi (see ill. n° 2, pillar on the left for the 
viewer), erected according to its inscription in 877 AD (Qianfu 乾符 4 of Tang). Photo 
KUO Liying, September 2002.  
4. The Wutaishan dhāraṇī pillar at Siyang ling, now called Zunsheng si 尊勝寺 (see ill. 
n° 2 on the right for the viewer). Erected in 1009 AD (Song Dazhongxiangfu 大中祥符 
2) and repaired in 1026 (Song Tiansheng 天聖 4) according to its inscription. Photo 
KUO Liying, September 2002.  
5. Stone pillar dated in 728, now kept in the Longxian museum, in Shaanxi (陜西隴縣博
物館), engraved with two  sūtras (Foshuo liumen tuoluoni jing 佛說六門陀羅尼經 and 
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Foding zunsheng tuoluoni jing 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼). Upper part of a rubbing made in 2002.  
Photo KUO Liying.  
6. Lower half of the same 728 inscription, showing part of the “Foding zunsheng 
tuoluoni shichuang 佛頂尊勝陀羅尼石幢”. Lower half of a rubbing made in 2002.  Photo 
KUO Liying.  
7. Stone pillar erected in 1025, still standing near by Quanzhou. Photo KUO Liying, 
December 1997. 
8. Detail of the same 1025 pillar, showing the “invitation verses”. Photo KUO Liying, 
December 1997.   
9. Detail (left side) of a Buddhist stela, dated 529, kept in the Museum of Fine Arts at 
Boston. One can read : caixiangchuangzhu . . .  採像幢主  . .. Photo by Stanley ABE, 
2006. 
10. Detail of a Dunhuang painting  in cave 55. The title Foding zunsheng tuoluoni 











    
Photo 3        Photo 4 
 
         
 Photo 5             Photo 6 
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Photo 7          Photo 8 
 
      






































函）、「山東畫像」（第 10 函）、「金石萃編所録北齊石柱」（第 15 函）、











 ＊012〜034 のみ封筒使用、001〜011（畫像石）は XXIII へ 
北平白雲觀石刻      Ⅰ ＊Ⅰのみ封筒使用 
河南登封縣嵩山石刻    Ⅱ 
北平法源寺        Ⅲ 
房山石刻         Ⅳ 
河南圖書館藏拓本     Ⅴ 
河北第一博物館      Ⅵ 
河洛圖書館        Ⅶ 
古刻萃珍         Ⅷ 
寶山石刻         Ⅸ 
北響堂山         Ⅹ 
河南洛陽龍門       XI 
雲岡石刻         XⅡ 
山東省掖縣雲峰山     XⅢ 
陶齋藏甎拓本       XⅣ 
北京近郊         XV 
金石萃編所收石刻拓本   XⅥ 
滿洲國奉天博物館藏石   XⅦ 
孔林宋元明碑       XⅧ 
芮城縣魏周隋唐造像    XⅨ 
河南鞏縣石窟寺畫像    XX 
山東長清縣靈巖寺     XXI 
曲阜・濟寧・兗州・鄒縣  XXIa 
漢瓦石          XXⅡ 
漢畫像石         XXⅢ 






012 西晉宜成宣君郭夫人之柩銘 北平國立圖書館 
013 魏長樂馮邕之妻元氏墓誌銘 Fime Art Museum of 
Boston 
014 北魏徐州刺史元悦墓誌 北平貴志彌三郎氏 
015 隋李元及夫人鄧氏合葬墓誌 北平貴志彌三郎氏 
016 隋杜夫人鄭氏墓誌 北平貴志彌三郎氏 
017 隋蕭球墓誌 北平貴志彌三郎氏 
018 唐仵欽墓誌銘 北平西城中國大學藏 
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019 宋温仁朗墓誌 ＊＊＊ 
020 東魏報徳寺七佛頌碑 大阪小澤龜三郎氏藏 
021 北魏陳天寶造塔造像記 ＊＊＊ 
022 北魏龐定國等造像記 大阪山中商會所見 
023 畫像墓磚 東京帝國大學工學部藏 
024 元上百戸張君墓碑 旅順旅順博物館藏 
025 魏毌丘險紀功碑 奉天國立圖書館 
026 唐行司農寺丞姚元景造像記 東京細川護立侯爵藏 
027 唐寶積寺馮鳳翼等造像題名 東京細川護立侯爵藏 
028 大唐李承嗣造阿彌陀佛記 東京細川護立侯爵藏 
029 唐虢國公花臺造像記 東京細川護立侯爵藏 
030 唐高延貴造阿彌陀像記 東京細川護立侯爵藏 
031 唐富平縣丞韋均造像記 東京細川護立侯爵藏 
032 唐楊子縣令蕭元愼造彌勒像記 東京細川護立侯爵藏 
033 唐翻經僧徳感造觀音像記 東京細川護立侯爵藏 











内藤氏舊藏拓本（第 1 函〜第 34 函） 
内藤氏舊藏拓本別函・軸裝 
匋齋藏石記（卷 1〜15） ＊卷 1〜19 は内藤第 35 函 
 
④「匋齋藏石記」 
匋齋藏石記（卷 16〜44） ＊卷 20〜34 は内藤第 36 函、卷 35〜44 は第
37 函 
匋齋藏石記未著録 


































































1939.10 中將・第 41 師団長 
1941.3 北支那方面軍参謀長 
1941.11 参謀次長兼兵站総監 







 所在地の臨汾府が日本軍の手に落ちたのは、1938 年の 2 月か 3 月だったと思いま





















































































































隸書、19 行、前 8 行行 29 字、後 11 行、書立石人名作三列。相傳有額、然審視
較舊拓本穿上與其左右無字可見。在陝西蒲城（建元三年六月）。舊拓本字多清
晰。間有漫漶亦可辨、近則漫漶殊甚。（『増補校碑隨筆』） 
碑首尖首形、上有穿孔、高 170 釐米、寛 64 釐米、9 行、行 29 字、字文現多漫
漶不清、全文見『關中金石文字存逸考』。碑文右刻將佐題名 26 人、爲我國書法


















（上截）                         （下截） 
軍參事北地靈武孟□完廣   軍主簿和戎雷永景文      軍參事北地富平楊洸少論 
軍參事和戎鉗耳□□龍    軍主簿和戎西羌騎世龍     軍門下督馮翊朱進超石 
軍門下督和戎鉗耳□世虎   軍録事和戎雷顔道□      軍功曹寧戎蓋周彦容 
軍功曹和戎鉗耳叵當世興   軍録事和戎瓽陸道□      軍主簿寧戎郝子星永文 
軍主簿河西臨晉楊萬世和   軍録事和戎儁蒙琕子諒     軍主簿寧戎屈□童道詵 
軍主簿和戎雷夫龍道藏    功曹書佐和戎雷陵道進     軍主簿寧戎瓽共永萇 
軍主簿河西重泉范高延思   功曹書佐和戎儁蒙龍彦詳    軍主簿寧戎雷樹進夔 
軍主簿和戎雷道子安                    軍録事馮翊呂騫□薌 
軍主簿和戎雷川玉光                    軍録事寧戎瓽投欽詳 
                             軍功曹書佐寧戎利非閻永遠 
















     （地名）   （族名） 
       屠各 
上郡夫施   黒・白羌 
髙涼     西羌 
       盧水（胡） 
       白虜 
       支胡 
       粟特 































































































































































































































































































































出し、pnmscaleと cjpegで幅 50ピクセルの JPEG画像としている。集字結果が
複数の文字に渡る場合、それらが拓本で同一行にあるときには単一の JPEG画像








7LizardTech社の SPARC Solaris版『Document Express with DjVu』中のコマンド。フリーの













height="3368" width="3175" usemap="tou0572a.djvu" >
<PARAM name="DPI" value="400" />























<AREA coords="2743,369,2825,449" alt="&#22823;" href="/djvuchar?5927" />
<AREA coords="2742,475,2824,555" alt="&#21776;" href="/djvuchar?5510" />
<AREA coords="2735,581,2817,661" alt="&#25925;" href="/djvuchar?6545" />
<AREA coords="2731,670,2813,750" alt="&#40644;" href="/djvuchar?9EC4" />
<AREA coords="2730,773,2812,853" alt="&#24220;" href="/djvuchar?5E9C" />
<AREA coords="2725,869,2807,949" alt="&#21531;" href="/djvuchar?541B" />
<AREA coords="2725,969,2807,1049" alt="&#22675;" href="/djvuchar?5893" />
<AREA coords="2722,1076,2804,1156" alt="&#35468;" href="/djvuchar?8A8C" />
<AREA coords="2728,1191,2810,1271" alt="&#37528;" href="/djvuchar?9298" />
<AREA coords="2626,365,2708,445" alt="&#21531;" href="/djvuchar?541B" />
<AREA coords="2635,471,2717,551" alt="&#35569;" href="/djvuchar?8AF1" />
<AREA coords="2620,566,2701,659" alt="&#32032;" href="/djvuchar?7D20" />
<AREA coords="2624,672,2705,765" alt="&#23383;" href="/djvuchar?5B57" />
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